
THE GENERAL FORM OF THE SO-CALLED
LAW OF THE ITERATED LOGARITHM

UY

W. FELLER

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to sharpen Kolmogoroff's

celebrated law of the iterated logarithm in various directions and to give

best results. For the convenience of the reader, we shall link the statement of

our problems with an account of the known results.

1.1. It seems that the law of the iterated logarithm traces its origin to a

special problem in number theory. From the viewpoint of the theory of proba-

bility, as we shall see, this problem concerns only a very special case in which

the general features are hardly visible. Nevertheless, this is the only case in

which so far a final result has been achieved.

Let p be a point of the interval (0, 1) and let p = pipips • • • be its binary

expansion. (We shall be concerned with statements of the "almost every-

where" type, so ambiguity will do no harm.) Let

Then Sn = Xi-\- ■ ■ ■ +Xn is the excess frequency of occurrence of the digit 1

among the first n places in the expansion of p. The strong law of large num-

bers (Borel, Cantelli) asserts that almost everywhere Sn = o(n). The follow-

ing enumeration of sharper results indicates the historic development of the

problem. It is, of course, understood that all assertions hold true only for

almost all points p.

pk = 1,

pk = 0.

(i) Hausdorff, [6], 1913:

Sn = 0(«1'2+.)) t > 0.

(ii) Hardy-Littlewood, [4], 1914:

Sn = 0((n log »)»'»).

(iii) Steinhaus, [16], 1922:

lim sup5„/(2w log w)1'2 = 1.

(iv) Khintchine, [7], 1923:

Sn = 0((n log log w)1'2).
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(v) Khintchine, [8], 1924:

lim sup5n/(2« log log w)1'2 = 1.

In formulating newer results we shall, following P. Levy, say that a function

<j>(f) belongs to the upper class (£U) if, for almost all p, there exist only

finitely many n such that Sn>nll2<b(n); and we shall say that </>(/) belongs to

the lower class(1) (G»0 if, for almost all p, the inequality Sn>nll2<j>(n) is

satisfied for infinitely many n. Khintchine's result (v) then reads:

(with a gap for 1 < a ^ 3).

(vii) Kolmogoroff-Erdos(2), (1937-1942): If <f>(t) is non-decreasing, then(3)

The last result contains, of course, the preceding ones. It gives, in a most

elegant way, a complete solution for the binomial case with probabilities 1/2.

It is our purpose to find a similar solution for arbitrary independent random

variables, that is to say, for arbitrary bounded real functions Xk in arbitrary

spaces. As a matter of fact, the above solution is so specialized that it fails

already in the next simplest problem concerning the frequency of occurrence

of digits in the ordinary decimal expansion.

1.2. For a general formulation of the problem consider an infinite sequence

of spaces {Ek}, k = l, 2, • • • , in which probability-measures are defined(4).

Let E = EiXE2X • • ■ XEkX • ■ •  be their infinite combinatorial product

(') According to the law of 0 or 1 each belongs to one of these classes. We shall not use

this result in the sequel.

(2) Kolmogoroff's result has been stated, without proof, in P. Levy's book [12]. Erdös [2]

proved the result completely. Before, J. Ville [l7] had proved that convergence of the integral

is a sufficient condition for the upper class. It is the necessity of this condition which presents

the real difficulties. Most of the results of the present paper have been obtained before publica-

tion of Erdös' paper.

(3) Here and in the following Q and D stand for "converges" and "diverges," respectively.

(4) In each Et there is a Borel family of sets %t such that EkG 3*; on 3* we have a com-

pletely additive set-function Pr(r) with OgPr(r)gl and Pr(£t)=l.

a(2 log log t)1'2
G V if a > 1,

G -C   if   a < 1.

(vi) P. Levy, [ll], 1933:

(2 log logt + a log log log t)112
G V   if   a > 3,
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and let a probability-measure in E be denned in the customary manner(6).

Let Xk = Xk(pk) be a real-valued function of a point pk varying in Ek; then(6)

(1.1) Sn = Xi + ■ ■ ■ + Xn

is a function of the point p=piXptX • • • ££. Let

(1.2) Vk{x) = Pr {Xk = *}, -oo <*<*>,

be the distribution function of Xk- Then the distribution function Fn(x) of Sn

is found from

Fn+1(x) = f + Fn(x - y)dVn+1(y).
J -00

We shall suppose that

(1.3) al = f+ *W*(*)

exists; replacing, if necessary, Xk by Xi+Ci we can without loss of generality

assume that

(1.4) f + xdVk{x) = 0, k = 1, 2, • • • .
« -00

The second moment of Fn(x) is

(6) We shall actually consider only sets of the type T= • • • Xr»,X • • ■ XTt,X • • -

Xr<nX • • • , where rij(.G g,t and the dots stand for £„. Of course, Pr(r)=Pr(r<1) • • • Pr(r<J.

If T= (r,,, • • • , T<n) and A= (A,„ ■ • • , A;m) are two such sets, they will be called independent,

if iD9^j,\ then Pr(TA)= Pr(T)Pr(A). For our purposes it is sufficient to have a measure-theory

for finite combinatorial products and the corresponding notion of sets of measure zero in the

infinite product space.

(•) In this formulation it becomes clear that, as far as mathematics is concerned, we are

dealing with a problem in real function theory in product spaces. The sense, and importance,

of our investigation for probability and statistics is, it is hoped, obvious. The subscript k stands,

of course, for the order number of the experiment or observation. Et, the kth label space, is the

abstract expression for the set of all thinkable results of the kth experiment, each result being

represented by a point (In practice these results will be: head-or-tail; the position of the

roulette; the position of a particle subjected to diffusion or, more generally, the phase-space in

physics; or the complex composition with respect to age, claims, risk, and so on, of the stock of

policies of an insurance company.) Xk will be the gain or any other characteristic in the &th

experiment and we are interested in the fluctuations of the accumulated value of that charac-

teristic after n experiments. The epistemological problem of what "probability" means has no

more to do with theory or practice than the corresponding problem of space conception in

geometry.

It may be remarked that we do not attach any importance to the possibility that the Ek

are not similar to each other. The fact of the situation is that the structure of Et simply nowhere

appears.
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2 2 2
(1.5) S„ = tri + • • • + c„.

For obvious reasons only the case where

(1.6) sn —> «J

presents a problem.

We shall, following P. Levy, say that a sequence {<£„} belongs to the lower

class (G»0 (with respect to {Xk}), if, for almost all p(E.E, there exist infinitely

many n such that

(1.7) Sn > sn<j>n;

and to the upper class (GU) if, for almost all p€zE, there exist only finitely

many n such that (1.7) holds. (It will be noticed that Theorem 8 actually con-

tains a sharpening of the notion of upper class: in defining the upper class

we could as well replace (1.7) by (2.19).)

1.3. The law of the iterated logarithm states: if each Xk is bounded and

(1.8) Lu.b. I X>\ - oU/logi'2 s„)

uniformly in k = \, 2, • • • , n, then

G V if a > 2,

G       *J   a < 2.

This is the most general result known; it was proved by A. Kolmogoroff

[10], after important special cases had been solved by A. Khintchine [9].

A new proof of (1.9) under more restrictive conditions than (1.8) has been

given by P. Levy [12]. Under much stronger conditions Cantelli [l] has

proved a result which is sharper than (1.9): suppose that for some c>2

X
+00

x\'dVt(x), *=1, 2,

exists, and that uniformly in k

/+00 /• +00X>äVk(x) k a*      J      \ x\cdVk(x) ^ ai;

then (even not assuming (1.8))

G V   if   © > 3,
(2 log2 sn + a log3 s„)1/2

G-C lf 0= !;

the gap between 1 and 3 is left open. (Cf. above P. Levy's result vi.)

There is a most surprising result due to Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [15]

which is important for the proper understanding of our problem. They showed
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that if (1.8) be replaced by the only slightly less restrictive condition:

(1.10) l.U.b. \Xk \ < «(Sn/logl'* Sn)

(e arbitrary but fixed), then (1.9) becomes false. In fact, they constructed a

sequence {Xk\ satisfying (1.10) but for which

(1.11) Hm sup (5„/s„(2 log2 s*)1'2) < 1.
n—>°o

1.4. In the present paper we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions

for a sequence {</>„} to belong to the upper or lower class. It will be seen that

our criterion assumes the simple form of Kolmogoroff's criterion (vii) if the

\Xk) are subject to the condition(7) l-X^I =0(sn/<j>n) (Theorems 2 and 6).

As this condition is gradually relaxed the criterion assumes an increasingly

complicated form. Thus, if \Xk\ =0{sn/4>„) the criterion will involve third

moments of the distribution functions Vk(x); this implies a remarkable lack

of symmetry, since now {(/>„} may belong to the upper class for the sequence

{Xk} and to the lower class for { — Xk] (Theorem 3). If it is assumed only

that I Xk\ = 0(sn/<j>l/3) the fourth moments of { Vk(x)} will be of influence also,

and so on (Theorem 5). Finally, when the upper bounds of \Xk\ are of the

order C(s„/<p„) all moments of { Vk(x)} enter into consideration; when C is

very small, the dominant influence will still be exercised by the second mo-

ments; however, as C increases, the dominant role gradually shifts to moments

of an increasingly higher order. It is thus seen that if the upper bounds of

|Xjt| increase faster than s„/<j>n, we shall be confronted with an altogether

new situation and any criterion would necessarily be of a quite different

form(8). This domain is not investigated in the present paper. The criterion

given in Theorem 1 still covers the case (1.10) (with e= 1/200) and thus ex-

plains the phenomenon detected by Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund by giving

the precise limit between the upper and the lower class.

It will be seen that the present paper considers only individually

bounded variables Xk. It is hardly necessary to point out that most sequences

which occur in standard applications can be reduced to this case by the cus-

tomary method of equivalent sequences (truncating the Xk at values Mk such

that £Pr{ 1-^*1 ~>Mk\ converges). This method makes it evident, for ex-

ample, that Kolmogoroff's law of the iterated logarithm is applicable if

(7) For a proper understanding of the theorems (as well as for a comparison with Kol-

mogoroff's condition (1.8)) it should be noticed that we shall be interested usually in sequences

{<t>n} near the borderline between the upper and the lower class. That is to say, roughly speak-

ing <j>n will increase like (2 log log 5„)"2.

(8) This observation is also borne out by results of P. L6vy [13] and Marcinkiewicz [15],

who investigated the analogue to the law of the iterated logarithm in the special case where

cx~"SI — Vk(x) ^ Cx~", with 0<o<l and two constants Oc>0.
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Vk(x) = V(x) where V{x) has a finite moment of order 2 + e>2(9). Actually

it is possible to extend also the exact criteria of the present paper to very large

classes of sequences \Xk] of unbounded variables. An example of such a

class (containing most usual sequences) is given in the appendix. In the

construction it seemed desirable to aim at greater simplicity rather than at

greatest possible generality.

Our proofs are direct and do not presuppose previous work on the subject.

Beyond standard tools of measure theory we shall use only a theorem de-

scribing the behavior of Fn(x) for large x; this theorem is a sharpening of the

classical central limit theorem of probability and has been proved in a previ-

ous paper(10).

2. Theorems. Throughout the sequel Xk will stand for a real function in Ek

(see §1.2); Sn is defined by (1.1) and Vk{x) by (1.2); it shall be assumed that

(1.3), (1.4), and (1.6) hold. Moreover we shall suppose that there exists a se-

quence X„ 10 such that(n)

(2.1) Lu.b. \Xn \ < \nsn,

where sn is defined by (1.5). Of the sequence {<£„} we shall assume that(12)

(2.2) 2 < fa ^ fa = 4>3 g • • • .

2.1. For the most general case of our criterion we shall require a function

Qn(x) which regulates the behavior of Fn(xsn) for large x. Define, in a formal

way, quantities 7*,„ and r„,, by

/+oo » for
eh"dVk(y) = £7*.» —

and

(9) This seems to have escaped the attention of Hartman and Wintner [5], in their strong

remarks about the inapplicability of Kolmogoroff's law to sequences occurring in standard

applications. Actually it suffices to suppose that f^2,x2| log| x| | 1+e<2 F(x)=.<4 is finite for some

«>0. Then2ZI_100./|I|>ti/2/iOi! \<vkdV(x) <Ajll_lafiog log j*)1/* Iog1+'£converges; the truncated

variables obey the law of the iterated logarithm and the variances of their sums are asymptoti-

cally equivalent to s1. Hartman and Wintner [5 ] have devised a slightly more efficient method

of truncation which shows that it is sufficient to suppose that f^,x2d V(x) exists. It does not fol-

low that in this case also our criteria hold.

(10) Feller [3 ], in the sequel referred to as L.T. The present paper should be readable with-

out knowledge of L.T.

(u) The monotony of {X„j is used exclusively to assure that l.u.b. \Xk\ <X„sn for

k=l,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n.

(12) It seems only natural to assume monotony of {<£„}. The restriction is unessential and

the proofs become even slightly simpler if, instead, it is assumed that the variation of {<t>n}

in any interval is small as compared with \/<j>n. However, abrupt changes of #nare interesting

and considered in the sequel. If {<£„} remains bounded, the theorems become trivial. The as-

sumption <t>n>2 is convenient and presents no loss of generality.
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n

k=l

(7t,i = 0 by (1.4); only small values of h will be considered and it is under-

stood that the yk,, are real). Then

x2 °°       v — 1
— {l+ &(*)} - Er-.»-— h"
2 „_2 v\

where h = h(x) is the inverse function of

1   " h"~x

Sn »_2      '   (? - 1)!

It has been shown in L.T. that, if #X„<1/12, Qn(x) is an analytic function

co

(2.3) Qn(x) =

and

(2.4) \qn,r\ < (1/7)(12X»)'.

In general, g„,„ depends on the first x + 2 moments of Fi(x), • • • , Vn(x),

(2.5) 4».,. = f + x"dVk(x), p = 1, ■ • • , v + 2.
^ -so

It follows from the main theorem of L.T. that, under the conditions of the

present paper, the ratio of F(j„</>„) to</>~1 {exp — (1/2)0^[l+<2nW>n)]} remains

between two positive constants. This explains the importance of the function

Q(x) for the present investigation.

2.2. In the following theorems the main conditions ((2.6), (2.8), (2.12),

and so on) depend on the sequence {<p„} which is to be tested. Although these

conditions seem most natural, it is sometimes more advantageous to replace

them by conditions which do not explicitly depend on {</>„}• Such alterna-

tive conditions will be formulated in Theorem 11.

Theorem 1. If

(2.6) X„ =g 1/2000,

then {<£„} GfCQ if, and only if(u),

2

(2.7) £ ^ <bn exp ( - (1/2)0. [1 + QM ]} £ Q(p).

(13) Cf. footnote 3.
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Postponing the proof of the theorem we mention a few corollaries.

Theorem 2. If

(2.8) X„ = 0(1/**)

then {<j>„} GzV(jQ if, and only if,
2

(2.9) ET^-(1'!1^ee(o)-

In fact, using (2.4) it is seen that (2.8) implies <pnQn((j)n) =0(1) and Theo-

rem 2 follows from Theorem 1. Similarly one proves another corollary:

Theorem 3. If

(2.10) X„ = 0(1/**)

then {</>„} QV(jQ if, and only if,
2

(2.H)       Z ^ *. exp { - (1/2)*! - (*Ü/6äü) Z **.»! G C(D)
»5* l t-i /

where bk.z is defined by (2.5).

In the case of symmetric variables Xk the moments &*,3 vanish. Therefore:

Theorem 4. If 1 - K»(«) = 7*(-*) and (2.10) Ac/is, iAew {*,} EV(jQ if,
and only if, the series (2.9) converges (diverges).

In general we have in the same way the following theorem.

Theorem 5. //, for some integer p>\,

(2.12) X„ = 0(l/^+2)h)

then {<bn} £U(«0 */' an^ on^ *f>

2

(2.13) Z —2 *n exp { - (1/2) [<bl + + • • ■ + ?„,P-i*n+1 ]} G GOD);

thus the behavior depends only on the first p + 1 moments of { Vk(x)}. We have in

particular
1 "

= -— Z b".i,

qn,2 = —— Z bk.* ~ —7 Z bk,2-— ( Z bk.z).
12s^ k-l is* i_, 45« \ 4,i /

In §7 it will be proved that the criterion of Theorem 2 can be reformulated
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in a way analogous to Kolmogoroff 's criterion in the binomial case as follows.

Theorem 6. If <f>(t) \ and

(2.14) X» = 0(l/*3(/„))

then {<b(sl)} EV(jQ if, and only if,

(2.15) j   — *(0«~(1/,)*,<,)<ft G CCD).

The connection between our theorems and the law of the iterated log-

arithm becomes more apparent in the following theorem.

Theorem 7. If either

(2.16) X„ = 0(l/log32/2 Sn),

or Vk( — x) = 1 — Vk(x) and

(2.17) X„ = 0(l/log, sn),

then

(2 2 2
<t>n = { 2 log2 Sn + 3 log3 Sn + 2 log4 Sn + •

if, and only if,

(2.18) 2 * 1/2
+ 2 logp_x 5„ + (2+ 5) log, *„} eV(Q

5 > 0(< 0).

This theorem is actually a simple corollary to Theorems 2 and 4. For the

proof it suffices to note that, with the definition (2.18), </>„= (2 log2 sn)1/2+o(l),

so that (2.16) and (2.17) are equivalent to (2.8) and (2.10), respectively.

Thus the criterion (2.9) is applicable. However,

% 2

^   Cn , 0-n(l + 0(1))
£ — *ne-<i'»*»= (2)1'2 £-—-;

52 52 los s2 I0E2 s2 ■ ■ ■ lo£r1+5'2 s2

now E*''» diverges, and therefore (14) the above series converges if, and only

if, 5>0.
We shall prove the following sharpening of the notion of lower class, which

holds true in all cases considered in this paper.

(") This follows easily from theorems of Abel-Dini and of Cesäro. See, for example,

K. Knopp, Theory and applications of infinite series, London-Glasgow, Blackie and Son,

1928, pp. 292 ff. Theorem 7 is, of course, an immediate consequence also of Theorem 6. Special-

ized to the symmetric binomial case it becomes a consequence of the theorem of Kolmogoroff-

Erdös. It should be noted that the terms sn in (2.18) can be replaced by jn.
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Theorem 8. Under the condition (2.6) of Theorem 1, if {<£„} G-C then for

any couple of constants a<ß and at almost all points, the inequality

(2.19) sn(4>n + «/*„) < Sn < s„(0„ + ß/4>n)

will be satisfied for infinitely many n.

Hence: If {</>„} E£also {</>„+«/<£„} G»C
Besides the criterion of Theorem 1 we shall prove the following (less

handy) criterion:

Theorem 9. Under the condition (2.6) of Theorem 1, the sequence

{<bn} GUGO if, and only if, for any sequence of integers        for which

(2.20) 4(1 + «/<4) < 4+i < 4(1 + */**«).
where a and b are constants, the series

(2.21) Z Pr {Snk > snk<j>nk] G

We mention also the following corollary to Theorem 1, which follows easily

by means of (2.4).

Theorem 10. Under the condition (2.6) of Theorem 1 if

2

(2.22) EV'^ee,
» s»

/Ae sequence

(2.23) {*„ + X„*!} G V;

if (2.22) diverges,

(2.24) {^n_Xn^}e^.

Finally, we give an alternative form for the conditions of the preceding

theorems. Its usefulness will be exemplified by the results of the appendix.

Theorem 11. The criterion of Theorem 1 remains valid if the condition (2.6)

is replaced by

(2.25) Xn g l/200(loglog5„)1'2.

A similar remark applies to Theorems 2-6. If (2.25) is satisfied, the sequence

{<t>n\ belongs to the same class as the sequence {^„} defined by

(2.26) ^„ = min {*„, 2(log log s«)1'2}.

For a generalization of the preceding results to the case of unbounded

variables {Xn} the reader is referred to the appendix.
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, 2.3. Remarks. The following remarks are either obvious or easily verified.

They will not be used in the sequel, and their detailed proof can therefore be

left to the reader.

1. Theorem 8 contains a best result in two directions. The assertion that

{<j)n} and {<pn+const/</>„} belong to the same class cannot be improved. First,

if {Xn} is a given sequence and a„—»=°, it is possible to find a sequence such

that {</>„} G-Cbut {<bn+an/(bn} EV (cf. Erdös [2] in the case of the binomial

distribution with equal probabilities). More interesting is that to any given

{<(>n} and a„—it is possible to find a sequence {Xn} such that {(/>„} G«C

but {<t>n-\-an/(pn} GtA The fact that {<£„} and {<pn-\-a/4>n\ belong to the same

class is easily established independently of the previous results. In fact, it

is sufficient to notice that | (0B+a/*n)4(?n(0B-r-a/</>n) — <ßlQn(4>n) | =0(1), and

this is readily proved using (2.4).

2. If X„ = 0(l/<£n) then {<p„} is of the same class with respect to the se-

quence {Xn} and {—Xn}. This is a best result. If a„—>°o is an arbitrary se-

quence it is possible to find a sequence {X„} with \n = 0(an/4>n) such that

{</>„} GTJ for {Xn\ but {</»„} G-Cfor {-Xn}.
3. It has been conjectured by P. Levy [12, p. 266] that Kolmogoroff's

criterion (Theorem 6) is applicable for any uniformly bounded sequence

{-Xi}. He put the problem of finding the weakest conditions on {X„} under

which the theorem would hold. Theorem 6 gives the best result. If X„0„—►»,

it is possible to find a sequence {X„} such that the criterion of Theorems 2

and 6 becomes false.

4. It will be noticed that the condition (2.16) is sharper than Kolmo-

goroff's condition (1.8). However, (2.16) is the best condition. If X„ log2/2 sn—►00

it is possible to construct a sequence {Xn} such that (2.18) does not hold.

5. It is interesting to compare Theorem 10 with the classical law of the

iterated logarithm, and with our theorems. If X„ = 0(l/<p„) then the sequences

{<£n±X„</>„} obviously belong to the same class, and Theorem 10 reduces to

Theorem 1. However, as the order of magnitude of {X„| increases, Theo-

rem 10 becomes less and less sharp. With the law of the iterated logarithm

one knows only thatXn = o(l/<p„); hence the assertion relates only to sequences

of the form {<p„+ «£„}. When X„ = O(l/0„) even this breaks down, which

explains the behavior of the counter-example constructed by Marcinkiewicz

and Zygmund.

6. It is hardly necessary to point out that the constant 1/200 in Theo-

rem 1 (2.6) is convenient but purely arbitrary. Actually 1/12 would have

been sufficient (except for minor complications). There is no best constant,

as the radius of convergence of Qn(x) depends on the sequence

3. The sequence {«*}. We proceed first to establish the existence of se-

quences of the kind occurring in Theorem 9: If condition (2.6) is satisfied then

to any constants a, b with
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(3.1) 0 < a < (99/100)4,      b > 1/100,

there exists a sequence {nk} such that (2.20) holds. Obviously nk—><x>.

The proof is very simple. Since, by assumption, sn—»a> we can choose n\

arbitrarily and define a sequence \nk\ by the recurrence relations

(3.2) Sjii+i = s„k(

2 2 2

(3.3)

Then by (1.5), (2.1), (2.6), and (2.2)

2 2 2 2 —4 —2 2

S"lc+l+l =  ^ifc+l "T" Cnfc+i+l ^ ^ni+i T 10 </>n4+1+lJni+x+l

2 -4-2 2

ä= J"n*+1 + 10 *ntS„t+1+l,

or, using (3.3) and (3.1),

4« ^ 4+i+i(i - io~V-I) > 4(i + */*.**) (i - io'K8)
2 2

^ sni(l + (*/*»*)•

In the following {nk} shall stand for an arbitrary, but fixed, sequence satisfy-

ing (2.20). We shall write

(3.4)   Snk = St,   snit = Sk,   4>nk = 4>h,   Qnk(x) = Qk(x),   X„t = \k.

This will greatly simplify the notation, as we shall require a subsequence

of {nk} and, in turn, a subsequence of it.

4. Lemma 1. Suppose that condition (2.6) is satisfied and that

(4.1) XPr {S*1 > sUk} GO.

Let e > 0 be fixed. Then at almost all points the inequality

(4.2) sn0„ < Sn < sn(<b« + 3e/0„)

will be satisfied for infinitely many n.

Before proceeding with the proof let us remark that, putting

(4.3) pk = (1/0*') exp {- (1/2)0/2[1 +Q£ (**')]},

condition (4.1) is equivalent to

(4.4)

Indeed, by Theorem 1 of L.T.

Pr {Si! > sUl ) < const. pk.

Moreover, by Theorem 2 of that paper, to any e>0 there correspond two con-
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stants 0<ai<ß2i depending only on e, such that

(4.5) aipk < Pr {s£<t>£ < S£ < sl(4>£ + «/**)} < otp*

Accordingly, (4.1) is equivalent to the statement that

(4.6) £ Pr bUl < SI < si (4>£ + «/**')} G D.

4.1. For the proof of Lemma 1 we require a sequence {k,\ defined by

the recurrence relations

(4.7) s'kr+l g Ms'k,<t>[v,      s'kr+l+i > Ms'k,<t>'ky,

where M> 1 is a constant to be determined later; k\ can be chosen arbitrarily.

It is readily seen that

(4.8) (2/(2 + b))Msl<p[, < 4+1 ^ Ms'krft,

and

(4.9) 0 < k,+l -KU (JfV«)*'**«-

In fact, using (4.7), (2.20), (3.4), and (2.2) it follows that

(1 + W+Kn) = (1 + b/4)sk,+l,

which obviously implies (4.8). In the same way

,2      1   s£„      1  k^W       a\      1 /        a \{*wt-*»J

t i, %—— ^— n (i+—)^—11+—)

1 a

which proves (4.9).

4.2. For any i <j let us define

(4.10) S'u -S',- Si - £ *~
n—n,+l

Then

(4.11) FUx) - Pr {Sli £ x\

is the distribution function of 5,',/, and obviously

(4.12) f + xdF'{ij(x) = 0
J -00

and
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(4.13) s,'2,- = I     x2dFi,j(x) = sj — s[ .
J

Now denote by .4 „>m (m ^&,) the set

(4.14) A,,m = jB{*i(*i + < 5lv_ltm < + 2t/<t>L)),

where e is an arbitrary, but fixed, number with

(4.15) 0 < e < 1.

We propose now to show: if

(4.16) k, ^ m < k,+i,

(4.17) **h*<2*W

and if

(4.18) (2 + bYIM2 < «/4,

//tew iAere e*«/.s a constant v>0 (depending only on e) such that

(4.19) Pr (A,,m) > npm

for all v sufficiently large.

Proof. Since the sequence sk is not decreasing and m>k,we obtain, using

(4.16), (4.8), (4.17), and (4.18),

sC-i,m = s'J—       ^ /m{l - s'l-Js'l) ^ — (2 + b)V(4M2<t>h,2-i)}

^ s'J\ 1 - (2 + b) "/(M^l)) > s'l {1 - 6/(4*'m2)},

whence

(4.20) sl(l - */(40'2)) g *»,_,,„ g sm.

Accordingly, putting

(4.21) A*,m = E{s'kr_um(<l>'m + 3e/(2*'m)) ^ ^_„m g 4_,.*(*« + 2t/*0}

it is readily seen that

(4.22) A*,mCA,,m.

To evaluate Pr (A*m) we can apply Theorems 1 and 2 of L.T. Indeed, S^^.m

is a sum of independent random variables Xk; moreover, it is easily seen

(using (4.20), (4.15), (2.2) and (2.6)) that

Lu.b. j Xk \ < X„m5l(17/16)X„„s*',-i.m < (1/100)sj£_,..m
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so that Theorem 2 is applicable. It follows immediately that

Pr (A,.m) ^ Pr (A*,m) ^ vpm.

4.3. Now put

(4.23) A,- £ A,.m

and

(4.24) P, - £
m=*v

We shall show: // (4.17) awJ (4.19) AoW, iAew there exists a constant tji>0 such

that

(4.25) Pr(4,)>uiP„

/or all v sufficiently large.

Proof. Let N be a fixed integer and consider the sets

(4.26) Ay>m   =   Ayfm Ayifn ]£        ̂  J\p'
p=m+W

Obviously

(4.27) ^, = E
m=kv

On the other hand, it follows from (4.26) that the intersection of two sets

Av^2, and A^J, will be empty unless \ tni — m2\ <N. Any point of A, is there-

fore contained in at most N distinct sets A,1^ figuring in (4.27) so that

(4.28) Pr (A,) £ — £ PrC-O.
N

Again it follows from the definition (4.14) of A,,m that for any point of

AViVJL,,r (p>m)

(4.29) S'm„ > M +        - «»(*'« + 2«/*'m) > (4 - - sm(2t/4m).

In other words

(4.30) Ay.JL,,, C Bm.p,

where

(4.31) 2Jm„ = E{S'm„ > {s, - - *L(2«/*i)}.
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However, the sets A,,m and Bm,„ are independent (see the footnote 5 on p. 375),

so that

(4.32) P(A,,mBm,p) = P(A,,m)P(BmJ.

Comparing (4.26), (4.28), (4.30), (4.32), and (4.19) we see that

PrfA)=—  E Prl.A,,m-   E Ay,mBm.A
N   m=kr \ p=m+N '

(4.33) ^ — Z Yr{A,,m)l\-   E Yx(Bm,,)\
ffl   m=ky \ p=m+N '

-      kl>+1—1 / ky+1—1 \

E PmU -   E Pr(5m.P)^.
•A'   m—A-v V p=m+W /

We turn to the evaluation of Pr(5m,p). For that purpose we write the inequal-

ity in (4.31) in the form

(4.34) S'm,„ > s'm,„<b*

where

*     sp    sm   f      sm zc

(4.35) 0p=—7-■—•
5 5 0

m,p m,p    ' m

To evaluate the probability of (4.34) we may again apply Theorem 1 of L.T.,

provided that all the Xn with n<nf have an upper bound not exceeding, say,

(l/2OO0p*)sl,„. Now for n<np

1 s
\Xn\< Xp5p g

and by (4.35)

2000' s'
P »>.<>

(pp     Sp Sp\Sp        Sm) Sp

~q7 7~     7*~ ~~ s' + s'
^p     m,p m,p m   1 p

Theorem 1 of L.T. is therefore applicable and

Pr (Bm,p) = Pr {S'm,p > s'm,p<t>*\

< „2- exp { - (1/2)***[1 + Q*n,-»m{&)])
0*^p

provided, say, <bp*>2. Using the estimates (2.4) for the coefficients of Q* it is

readily seen that

(4.37) Pr (Bm.p) ^ 7?2e(-2/6)*22.
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Now by (4.35)

So       Sm . Sm J.€*

,2  V     ,2 1/2 ,

(4.38) _<*—-

/2

'TO"?) *'
2e

(s'2/s'2 - l)1'2 0'

However, by means of (2.20), (3.4), (4.16) and (4.17) we deduce that for

p<ky+i

"~m a(p — m)

^ 1 +
4*

This inequality will be applied in three ways.

(i) Since p^m + N it follows that

s;7C^i+aAV(40;

using (4.17) it is therefore seen that the last term of the right-hand member

in (4.38) is small if N is large. Hence (4.38) implies, for N sufficiently large,

(4.40) £ ^ (1/2)(1 - s'*/s'y2<bp - a1/2/10.

(ii) Consider now p with

(4.41) a(p-m)^<j>'I.

Combining (4.39)-(4.41) we obtain

1 / 1 ) 1>2       a1'2 a1'2

(4.42) <t>>— <1->   0,-^-(p-m)1'2.
P      2 I      1 + a(p - w)/(40'm2)/     '      10 10

Comparing (4.37) with (4.42) it is readily seen that, for N sufficiently large,

min l,m+[a-l«^]} co J

(4.43) £ PrW^n E e-ww(r».)<-.
p=m+N fi=-m+N »

(iii) Finally, consider p with

(4.44) a(p - *) Ä 0^.

For these we obtain from (4.39) 5p'2/42^5/4 and from (4.40)

(4.45) 0* 2i (1/10)(*; - a"*);
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since k,<p<k,+i and since <pn —it follows from (4.45) and (4.17) that

for v sufficiently large

(4.46) <fi* ̂ (1/30)^.

Combining (4.37) and (4.46) shows that

kv+1— 1 kv+i—1

,. E     Pr (BWiP) < „2     £ <r(1/2600>*

However, (4.9) implies that the last expression tends to zero as p—>oo. Ac-

cordingly, for v sufficiently large,

(4.48) • £     PrCBm,„)<—.
p=m+[«2/<"] 3

Substituting for Pr (Bm,f) from (4.43) and (4.48) in (4.33) we obtain

Pr(A) £ — £ Pm = —P„
3N m=*ky 3N

which proves the assertion (4.25).

4.4. We propose now to show that almost all points belong to infinitely

many A, or, in other words, that

(4.49) Pr

for any V. For that purpose we note that the set A, depends only on the vari-

ables Xn with n^_!^w <«i„+1 (cf. (4.14) and (4.23)). Accordingly, the sets Aif

are mutually independent, and

(00 \ /      00 \ 00

£ AA 2= Pr ( £ A2A = 1 - II (1 - Pr (***)).

and a similar relationship holds for odd subscripts. Now it would be trivial to

deduce (4.49) from (4.50), if we could use (4.25). However, the last inequality

has been proved only under the assumption that (4.17) holds. We shall show

that the v's for which (4.17) does not hold are of no influence.

Let(15) {Kr)}, r<=i, • • • , denote those integers for which

(4.51) 2 2*^.

We shall prove that

(4.52) EPkoGC-

(u) For simplicity in print the notation p(r) has been introduced instead of the usual vt.
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In fact, it follows readily from (2.6), (2.4) and (4.3) that pk g (1/0/)e<-2/S)*t,

and therefore

(4.53) hsa/thf*
for k sufficiently large. We find by means of (4.8) and (2.20)

/2
1      9i. 1 M*

'     M2   s'2 M

'±^1 /        a \      a  k'+^-1 1

Thus by (4.53) and (2.2)

m-k, 4>*     m-*>     *„ 0

or

M2

(4.54) EA(o = — Z
a r

but (4.51) implies that the sequence {0i,(r)} increases so rapidly that the

series (4.54) converges. Accordingly the seriesZ^'co-P* diverges, and without

loss of generality we may suppose that Zs^'W-fä» diverges. It follows from

the definition (4.51) that iorv^vir), (4.17) holds. Accordingly, for these v the

inequality (4.25) holds, and therefore

Pr(      Z    .42,) = 1 -    II     (1 - Pr 042,))

(4.55)
^ 1 -   II    (1 - i7i P.) - 1.

v^v ,2vytv (r)

4.5. The proof of Lemma 1 is now easily accomplished. We know that

almost all points belong to infinitely many sets ^42, with 2vj±v{f), that is to

say, such that

(4.56) *ifc„+1 < 24>'ktv_v

Denote then by d, the set

(4.57) C2, = E{ - (t/S)/^ < 5i&_, < {\/S)slyJ,p
where 5>0 is arbitrary. At any point of the intersection Ai,%mC2, we have

simultaneously the inequality figuring in (4.57) and

(4.58) s'm{<t>'m + e/<j>'m) < Skto-i.m < s'm(4>'m -f- 2e/<j>'m).

Adding these inequalities we find that in -42,,mC2p

(4.59) s'm<j>'m + s'me/4>'m — (l/5)sfc2'„_1 < Sm' < sm'<bj + 2ts'm/<i>'m + (l/5)sk'2yH-
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However, for k2,^m<k2,+\ we have, using (4.8) and (4.56),

4»-i < 4,-i     2 + b    1    < 2 + b 1

s'm   '   s'ku       2M   ^ ~ M

thus, if the constant M is chosen so that

(4.60) (2 + b)/M < tS

we obtain from (4.59) that at any point of A2y,mC2v

(4.61) s'm<b'm < S'm < s'm(<t>'m + 3e/<p'm).

Denote the set of points for which (4.61) holds by Am. Then \m^)A2v,mC2r,

and therefore (always for 2v9£v{r))

Pr(     E   A»]äPr (AtjCu)

or

E AmU

(4.62) Pr(  I Am)^Pr(      £ 4»cA

Again, it follows from the definition (4.57) that (Tschebycheff's inequality)

Pr

(4.63)

(C„) = f «iP'^-i = 1 - f dF*

^ l - (aV*C-j) f     • , xdFl

On the other hand, the sets A2v and C2p are independent if p^v (cf. footnote

5 on p. 375). We have therefore

Prf      E    A2rC2A =     E     Fi <A2yC2y - A2yC2v     E ^2pC2p>

is     E    Pr icJA» - A»    E ^2p)|

=     E     Pr        Pr        - At,    E ^2p)
r29>*Mr(r) \ p>,,2p^i'(r) /

^(l-52)Pr(      E    ^2,) = (l-52)

(by (4.55)). This proves that all points, with the possible exception of a set

of measure 52, belong to infinitely many sets Am; at such points the inequality
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(4.61) is satisfied for infinitely many values m. Since 6" is arbitrary, and the

definition of Am is independent of 5, it follows that at almost all points the

inequality (4.61) will be satisfied for infinitely many m. This proves Lemma 1.

5. Lemma 2. Suppose that condition (2.6) is satisfied and that

(5.1) £ Pr {S'j. > sU>.\ € C-

Then x

(5.2) Mec

As before (cf. §4) we see that condition (5.1) is equivalent to

(5.3) 2>*ee

where pk is defined by (4.3). We shall require three sets:

(5.4) An = E{Sn > s„4>n},
V

(5.5) Bn,k = E{Sn,nk >  ~ 2$n,nk\, flk-\ < * £ *ftf
P

(5.6) Ck = EjSnt > *„»(*Li - (2 + 2b)/*;_,)}

(for the definition of S„,m and cf. (4.10) and (4.13)). It is sufficient to

prove that

(5.7) '(tAn)
\ n=N /

for N sufficiently large.

Again we deduce from (2.20) for nk-\<ntknk

2 2 2 2 2 2

(5.8) Sn ̂  Snt-t ^ SnJ(l + b/<j>ni_^ ̂ S„4(l - b/4>n.J;

on the other hand by definition and by (5.8)

2 2 2 2 2

Sn,nk       Snfc       Sn =  (o/*nfc_i)^n

Adding the inequalities in (5.4) and (5.5) and using again (5.8) we see there-

fore that at all points of the intersection AnBn,k

2 1/2

-Sn* = ■S'n + Sn.nit > Sn*(0n _ 4</>n/*nt_i _ 2&     /4>nk-^)

= «».(*.»_, + [«, - [1 - ~ [6 + 2J1/2]/0nt_,)

> *»»(««*H. - (2 + 26)/*Bt_1),

provided 0Bjfc l>o. Comparing (5.6) with (5.9) it is seen that

(5.10) C* D AnBn,k, nk-i < n ^ nk.
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Furthermore, using Tschebycheff's inequality (cf. (4.63)), we obtain

(5.11) Pr (&,,*) £ 3/4.

Now it should be noticed that the sets B„ik and Am are independent if m gw.

Therefore

Pr (Ck) ^ Pr (    £ ^.3..*)

>U /• n \

=      X)      Pr -S^n^n,* - AnBn,k     £ ^m^m.*?"
rt=nx+1 \ m=n £ _j+1 /

njfc / n \

5;    £   Pr <AnBn,k - AnBn,k £
"="4-1+1 \ in=n,t_i+l /

=    £    Pr(5„i) Pr k-4„   £ ,4m)

£-Pr(    £ ^").
4 \ n-»t_i+l /

or

yd

(5.12) Pr(    £    ^n) ^ — Pr (C4).
\ n=njt—l+l       / 3

However, Theorem 2 of L.T. asserts that Pr(C*) < rfrpk-i, where 7?2 is a constant

independent of k. Accordingly

(«0 \ » / nfc \ 4 00

E^n)^     Z   Pi E       ̂ ») ^T1»   E Pk-1,
n=nN       / 4-AT-l        \ n-nt_i+l        / 3 ifc-iV-1

which proves (5.7).

6. Lemma 3. Suppose that condition (2.6) is satisfied, and that the series

(2.7) diverges {converges). Then

(6.1) E — <r<1/2)*V1+<W>

diverges (converges) for any sequence \nk] satisfying (2.20).

Remark. It was pointed out earlier (cf. the introductory remarks to

§§4 and 5) that (6.1) converges or diverges simultaneously with

(6-2) E Pr {Snk > snh<j>nk\.
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Thus Lemmas 1 and 2 together are equivalent to Theorem 9 with the sharper

form for upper functions provided by Theorem 8. The three lemmas together

prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 8. From the previous lemmas it follows that

the behavior of (6.1) is necessarily the same for all sequences {nk} satisfying

(2.20). However, it should be noted that the following proof is absolutely

independent of the previously established results.

Proof. As before, let {nk\ stand for an arbitrary but fixed sequence satis-

fying (2.20). Since <rn^\nsn = o(s„), we shall have, for sufficiently large(16) n

2     2 22 2.2 2.2
(6.3) 2<rn/s„ ^ log sJsn-\ = — log (1 — an/sn) ^ <rjsn,

and hence

(6.4) £   ffn/sl g log 4+1/4 £ log (1 + b/4>lk) £ b/4>

and similarly

2

n=nk+l

(6.5) E   o-Jsn ^ (1/2) log (1 + o/4>nt) ̂  a/(4<bnk).

Suppose that the series (2.7) diverges, and define the sequence \mk\ by

*mtexp {- (l/2)*„t[l +ö-*(*-^]}
(6-6) , 2 .

=    max     <bn exp  { —  (1/2)0„[1 + Qn(<t>n)\).
nk<n£n t+i

Then

(6.7) nk < mk ^ nk+1

2 2
«■ IT

and by (6.4)

£ ^.0ne-(l/2)*i(l+O„(oi„)) <g  V 0    C-(1/2)*5»(1+Qmt(*m*>)     £ 1^

(6.8)    "   *« * n""*+1 ^

g j£ e-(i/2)*J,4(i+o».4(*m»)).

it </>nt

Unfortunately, the ratio <pmk/<b„k is not necessarily bounded. Still, we shall

show that those k, for which <pmj<bnk is not near unity, can be discarded. For

that purpose, we make the following simple remark, which will be useful in

the sequel: If for a sequence^) k(l) <k(2) <k(3) < • • •

(6-9) > + 2/^H,l

then

(M) The argument leading from (6.3) to (6.4) and (6.5) is due to Cesäro; cf. Knopp, loc.

cit. p. 292.
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(6.10) £e-<1/">*»w

converges. In fact, the terms of (6.10) decrease geometrically since (l/4)0nj.(r+

^ (l/4)02t(r) + 1. Now it follows from (2.6) and (6.7) that, at least for k suffi-

ciently large,

(6.11) <^OTte-(l/2)At(l+emi(*mt))  > g-U/4).^ ;> g-U/4)*',^

so that by (6.10)

(6.12) I^k/-'1'2"»«,)'1«»«,)^«,)» < C ^ oo.
r

Again, if &>=£(1), k{2), • • • we have

(6.13) 0mi ^ *nt+1 < 2*„4.

Using (6.12) and (6.13) we have

£ g-(l/2)A(l+Qml(*„4))   _    5?   + £^4    £     ~~~ g-(l/2)*mt(l+Qm4(*».t))

*     0njt iMfc(r)       *(r) M*(r) <t>mt

therefore it follows from (6.8) that

(6.14) £    _1_ g-(l/2)*i,4(l+Qro4(<f.mt))

diverges.

It will be noticed that the sequence {mk} does not necessarily satisfy the

condition (2.20). We shall show that the divergence of (6.14) implies that of

(6.1). It suffices obviously to show that if k?±k{\), k{2), • • •

1 1
(6.15) _(-o/»4(H4»(**» _e-<W2)»i„l(i+e„n(*nt)))

<t>mk 4>nk

where C is a constant. Now 0OTJt^0„t. As for the exponential terms we have

1+ e.»*^)) - *-*(i + o-*(*-*)) I ̂  (*-* - *»*)(i +1 o»»(*-*) I)
+ *»>* I Qmt(0»t) — Qnt(<t>nk) | + 0mt | Qmk(<t>mk) ~ Qmk($»k) | •

Now |QB(0»)| <1/10 by (2.6) and (2.4). Moreover, since k*k(l), k(2), ■ • •,

we have (cf. (6.9))

(6.17) <t>»„ - 4>lt =§ 4>lt+i ~ <l>lk S 4 + 4/0», < 5.

Thus the first term in (6.16) is less than 6.

Next, using Theorem 1, formula (2.8), of L.T. and (2.20) we find

2    I 2222 22 22

0**1 Qmk(4>nk — Qnk(4>nk) \ S 2$»k{s„t — snk)/smk ̂  20„t(s„t+1 - *»»)/*», =S 26,
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so that also the second term in (6.16) is bounded. To appraise the last term we

note that the derivative of Qn{x) is of the order of magnitude of X„. Thus,

using the mean-value theorem we obtain by means of (2.6), (2.4), and (6.17)

2 2

*»»| Qmk{4>mk) — Qmk{4>nk) |  < 2<j)mk\mi{(j>mk — (j>nk)  < 1,

which proves (6.15) and, accordingly, the divergence of (6.1).

The same argument applies in the case of convergence.

7. Proof of Theorem 6. By virtue of Theorem 2 it suffices to prove: If

<b(t) is a non-decreasing function, <p(t)>2, then the integral (2.15) converges if,

and only if,
2

(7.1) 2^ —<t>V«)e
sz

n

converges. Since (l/2)</>(/)e_(t/2)*2(1) is nonincreasing we have

J s* 2 n-i+l*'«'-! '

2 2

-    V~>     S" _ Sn~1     / S\ -U/2) *'<•,.>
£ 2L, -:-<*>(*») e

so that the convergence of (2.15) implies the convergence of (7.1). Similarly,

if (2.15) diverges so does

2

(7.2) £ ^-rtsLdf
sn-i

We have to show that the divergence of (7.2) implies that of (7.1). First let

us observe that

2 2 2 2 4 2

Sn = Sn-1 + ff» < + (1/10 )s„,

or

(7.3) sLi > (1/2)*!.

Furthermore, let vk denote those integers for which

(7.4) 0(4) > *(£-*) + V<K4-i)-

Since vk^^pk — 1 this implies that 02(^) ><p2(s0)+2A, which, together with

(7.3), shows that
2

V     <T"t    if 2     \ -<l/2)*»(»lt-l)  _ „
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Thus, by assumption, the partial sum in (7.2) extended over n^vi, v% • • • ,

diverges; however, for these n

(<rK/sn_i)0(sn_i)e < 2e {o-n/sn)<t>{sn)e

which completes the proof.

8. Proof of Theorem 11. Writing, for abbreviation,

(8.1) Vn = 2(loglog5„)1'2

we have from (2.4) that

(vl/2) {1 + Qn(Vn)} Si (3/8),*

so that

2 2 n    l \1/2
x-^ ffn s „ <r„  (log log j„)

(8.2) E     ^-cm^u+QnC,,)) < 2 £ -     f '

As £o-2 diverges, it is seen that the right-hand member of (8.2) is conver-

gent(17). Now, by (2.25), the sequence {r]n} satisfies the condition of Theo-

rem 1. Hence {i7„} GU-

The convergence of (8.2) implies that the two series

2

(8-3) E ^nexp {- (1/2)0*[1 +0,(00]}
s2

n

and
2

•(8-4) E —An exp { - (1/2)0*[1 + QM]}
s2

n

either both converge or both diverge: as a matter of fact, those terms in

(8.3) which are different from the corresponding terms in (8.4) form a sub-

series of the left-hand member in (8.2).

On the other hand, if {0„} GD, then also {0„} GU, since 0„^0„. Again,

tfin = Vn and {vn} GU; accordingly, if the inequality Sn>snipn is satisfied for

infinitely many n, this will be the case for such n for which 0n=0„. Hence, if

also {0„}G-C

Appendix

The purpose of this appendix is to show how the previous results can be

extended, in many cases, to sequences of unbounded variables X„. The main

application is, of course, to the case where all Xn have the same distribution

(17) Cf. Knopp, loc. cit.
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function (cf. the corollary at the end). As a typical example we consider only

Theorem 2. The method applies also to the remaining theorems.

From now on the variables {Xn} are no longer necessarily bounded; how-

ever, we still assume that the second moments (1.3) are finite and that (1.4)

holds.

Theorem. Suppose that for some constant M>0

(1) Z 4    losSk>z f *w*(») G G-
k     Sj J |z|>Jf-.t/(log log.*)"*

Then {</>„} Gl^CQ if, and only if,
2

(2) £ ^n<r<i/2>,„ 6

(Needless to say the criterion of Theorem 6 also holds.)

Proof. It follows from the last two paragraphs of §8 that it is sufficient

to prove the theorem for sequences {<£„} such that

(3) <bn SS 2(log log snyi\

Put

X

f xdVn(x)
J |x|SAf-«„/(log log«„)"s

ixn

G

x* = iXn ~ a"  if ' Xn' - M Sn/(}og log Sn)m'

if     I JT.| > M *„/(k>g log 5„)"2,

if S M5n/(loglog s„)3/2,

Ü     I JTW I > Jf 5n/(l0g log S„)3/2.

Obviously

(5) xn - z; + jrr + «„

Now

£ Pr (jr!* ̂  o) = E f i7B(«)
n n   «J |i|>M.Sn/(Iog log»„)3"

1 _ (log log sn)3 r
= — E-— / ( *W*(*) <!»,

-*1      « ^ |x|>Af.s„/(log logs„)3/s

so that at almost all points

(6)

Next, by (4),

E*r = 0(1) = o(sM.
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(7) I an\ g Msj(log log s„)3/2,

and therefore by definition

(8) I Xl\ g 2Msn/(log log s»)*i*.

The variance of Xk* is given by

♦2 I 2 2 I
<rt   = I (s — fl*) tfT*(a;) + afc I dVk(x)

J I »|SAf -«t/Clog Iog«t)>'2 •/ |x|>Jlf -«t/(log log»*)"2

(9) = f bVTc(^ - al
J I x|§Af -»t/dog log s*)3'2

2 /* 2 2

= o-fc — I a; dVk(x) — ak.
J \ x\>M-»j/aog logat)3'2

Now it follows from (1.4) and (1) that

(log log Sn)3'2   » .     •    (log log S*)3'2  C i     i , .

fc-l fc=l Sk J |x|>Af.«t/(log log«*)"2

1   "   (log log s*)3

Accordingly

1   » (log log sky r
^ — £-:- *W*(*j

42 i-l S4 ^ |x|>M-«4/(log logs*)3'2

= 0(1).

(10) °((loglogsn)3/2)

and, by (7),

(ID i\al\=0(-—f—-\
k-i \(log log sn)V

Similarly

k=l J I

*W»(*)
A-l*' | x|>M-«t/(log log «t)3'2

$» "   (log log sk)3

f•> \ x\>M;t(log log Sn)3 t_i S2 J i x|>J/.«t/(log log >03/2

-of   *•' V
\(log log sn)3/

Combining this with (3), (9), and (11) we have

x*dVk(x)
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(12) sV - £ <,? - si + 0 (--^-) - si + 0(A
k-i V (log log v)3/ \<j>l/

This implies that the two sequences {<b„} and {(sn/s*)<^n} belong to the same

class with respect to {X„*}. Now, if {</>„} G.£, at almost all points the in-

equality
n

(13) Sn = J_, Xk > sn{(sn/sn)<bn + C(sn/sn<bn) }
fc-i

will be satisfied for any C>0 for infinitely many n so that {</>«} G=£ also

with respect to {X„}. A similar remark applies if {</>„} GU- In view of (5),

(9) the last inequality implies that also Sn>sn<pn for infinitely many n. This

finishes the proof.

Corollary. The criteria of Theorems 2 and 6 are valid if there exist two

constants 5 > 0 and A such that

x I log I x I I    dVk(x) < A<rk.
-00

In particular, this is the case if Vkix) = V(x) and

/+00

x2 \ log \x\ \l+idV{x) < oo.
-00

In fact, if (14) holds, the series (1) is (at least for sufficiently large k)

maj orated by
2

Ok

/:      S2 l0g1+{/2 Sk

which series obviously converges.
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